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COUNT FERDINAND ZEPPELIN AND HIS AIRSHIPS.
The contribution of Zeppelin dirigible airships to the transportation of air mail is of
great importance because of the quantity of mail carried and the frequency of the trips.
The Zeppelins carried air mail and increased their flights when other air transport was
practically non-iex lscant , and continued when the airplane was carrying mail but had not
developed to the stage where it could take oyer advantageously for the dirigible. When
the airplane was developed to the stage where it could carry quantities of air mail with
regularity and greater speed, it surplaned the dirigible.

There were hundreds of flights by airships carrying mail between 1908 and 1940. From
July 17, 1912, some dirigibles functioned as post offices, where mail received the
official cancel with which they were furnished. During this time various countries made
contracts with the German Postal Authorities, by which their mail was included in various
flights. Airmail can be found which was carried on the zeppelins with the franking of
about 80 countries, including the English and French colonies

The history of the Zeppelin flights make known to us the later life of Count Ferdinand
Zeppelin, the inventor and promotor of the zeppelin. He had already completed a bril-
liant military career and retired from the army when he finalized his ideas on the
dirigible, and brought them to actuality with ingenuity and perseverance, and at the cost
of the greater part of his wealth. Despite misunderstanding and adversity he achieved
success. When death came to him near the end of World War I, his airships were approach-
ing perfection through continued progress in design and motors. World admiration for the
success of Count Zeppelin with his dirigible airships has caused the substitution of his
name, Zeppelin, for dirigible in the languages of the world.

Count Ferdinand Zeppelin was born July 8, 1838, in Constance, of an old noble family
which ha~ originated in Mecklenburg. His mother died when he was 14 and his rearing and
education was cared for by his father, Count Frederick Zeppelin. His military career
commenced in 1858 with the mili tary school at Ludwt gsbur g, He traveled the whole of
Europe as a young man. He came to America in 1863, was received by president Linciln,
and was an observer tvith the Union Army in some of the action of the Civil War. In this
same year he took his first baloon ride in St. Louis, Mo.

Returning to Germany he became an adjutant to King Karl of Wurttemburg. Here he became
interested in social injustice and social problems. He took military service in Berlin,
where he exer.cised his influence in behalf of the poor. He was a military attache of
Prince Wilhelm, heir apparent to the throne of Wurttemburg, exercising a good influence
on the Prince. The Count married Baroness Isabel von Wolff in 1869. During the
Franco-Prussian War he was a Major in the Wurttemburg Brigade, participating with valor
in many actions as well as the seige of Paris. One story tells of his leading a patrol
40 kilometers behind the French lines. Discovered by a superior force, he worked his way
back to the German lines with his patrol. At the end of this war he continued his
military career, retiring as a Lt. Colonel on Dec. 29, 1891.
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of 800,000 marks, half of which was his own moneyo By July of 1900, his airship
was a reality. Public sympathy was with himo More important- he had assembled
and organized a group of skilled workerso

The construction of the first airship began in 1899 at Manzell, near Friederich-
shaffen on Lake Constanceo Sixteen bags of aluminized cloth were contained in a
metalic net within the frame of the dirigible, and all was covered with hempen
clotho The sixteen bags contained silk leakproof baloons with valves. Two navi-
celles held Damier motors of 16 horse power, capable of 700 revolutions per minute.
The cigar shaped dirigible was able to ascend or descend without loss of gas or
ballast. This was accomplished by lowering or raising the nose of the dirigible
by means of moving a mass of lead weighing 150 kilograms, cast in cigar shape,
carried in a carriage parallel with the axis of the airship. The shifting of the
weight forward or backward, combined with the drive of the propellors of the engines,
made ascent or descent possible. On July 2, 1900, the ship faced three tests,
which saw mishaps and damage from many causes.

In the meantime in Paris, Santos Dumont had circled the Eiffel Tower in a smaller
dirigible. Zeppelin needed 100,000 marks to continue. Part came from his own
funds and part from a public lottery sanctioned by the King of Wurttemburg which
raised a total of 120,000 markso• By now the Ministry of War was interested in
the diri ble.

The construction of an improved zeppelin began in the fall of 1905, but tests due
in the fall of that year were halted due to bad weather. The second test was in
January of 1906, and the dirigible crashed in a high wind. Count Zeppelin was de-
jected and on the point of giving up, but rallied his spirits. Two weeks after the
crash he announced he would continue. Another lottery raised funds for another tryo
The new ship was built and passed its tests on October 9 and 10, 1906. The air-
ship flew 100 kilometers in two hours at the rate of 11-12 meters per second. Now
backing was promised by the berlin government. A flight was made in September,
1907 lasting ei t hours. This ship was damaged by bad weather.

On June 20, 1908, the fourth zeppelin, with improvements, was ready. It flew for
10 hours over Constance, Lucerne and Zurich. A flight beginning on August 4 took
it over Basle, Strassburg and Magonza, a flight of 700 kilometers. There was an
overnight stop at Oppenheim for motor repairso It landed at Echterdungen, and
while its lines were being held SOldiers, a high wind caused a crash and sub-
sequent fire, consuming the shipo Zeppelin called this ship the CZ 4.
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this might have caused. The Deutschland made numerous trips, one in a wind storm
in June of 1910. It was burned at Baden Dose, its base. The Deutschland II was
built by February, 1911, and made a great number of voyages, but in May,
1911 it was dismantled, suffered wind damage.

DELAG now constructed the Schwaben, with three motors, each 150 horse power, which
gave it a speed of 20 meters per secondo Count in influenced Wilhelm May-
bach, a motor manufacturer, to specialize on motors for zeppelins. His son, Carl
Maybach, formed a company for this purpose with favorable results for the zeppelins,
producino and more powerful motors. In 1912 and 1913 the zeppelins
ViktoriaOLuise, Hansa and S~chen were constructed, all larger in size with light
and motors. Finally the Ministry of Marine decided to adopt the airships.
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the courtesy of Sister Fidelma, Curator of the Cardinal Iman Philatelic
Museum, Inc., Weston, Mass., we reproduce in this issue and article from the News-
letter of the Museum (Vo1.8, Nos. 2 & 3). The article is the work of Mr. Walter
Curley, Librarian of CSPM Inco, former VoP.S. member #235, researcher and author
on Zeppelin flights, as are the lists of the Zeppelin flightso The life of Zeppelin
are gleanings from II Collezionista and various encyclopedias by your Editor. This
is by far not a complete presentation on Vatican Zeppelin covers, but represents an
accumulation of material, which might stir up interest in V.P.S. members to examine
and write up their covers for Vatican Notes. Mr. Curley prefaces his diagrams with
the following notes:-
Vatican mail was flown on the 1930 inaugural flight to South America. This mail was
franked with Vatican, Italian and German stamps, since at that time neither Vatican
nor Italy had a postal agreement with the Zeppelin to carry mail on this flight. It
appears that in 1932 Vatican did have a postal agreema~t with the Zeppelin since at
that time Vatican Covers bore only Vatican stampso Vatican mail was flown on 8
of the 9 flights to South America in 1932. Also in 1933 on the Zeppelin flight to
Italy Vatican mail was eked up at Rome and flown to Friedrichshaffer, Germany, home
base of the airship. Some of this mail was ultimately flown on the Graf Zeppelin
during its second ght to South America 1933. Fli carrying Vatican mail are
checkmarked on the schedule.
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FLIGHT TO ITALY OF THE GRAF ZEPPELIN
29-30, 1

Walter CSPM librarian
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GHAF ZEPPELIN

canceled on board the airship with the special
"on-board" cancellation dated May 29, 1933.
Besides the mail delivered to Italy, on-board
cancellations are found on the drop mail and on
mail carried on the short flight around Rome.

3. Drop Mail - Sacks of German mail were
dropped over the Italian cities of Rome, Livorno,
and Naples.

4. Flight Around Rome - Some of the mail on
board was carried on the short flight around
Rome. This mail bears a special red marking
with the wurding: "Rundfahrt Rom-Rom" [Round
trip Rome-Rome].

5. Return Flight Mail - On the return flight
mail was flown from Rome which originated in
Italy, Aegean Islands, Greece, San Marino,

>- Vatican City, Cyrenaica, and Tripolitania. All
these countries and colonies except Vatican City
issued special Zeppelin stamps to be used on the
return flight. All Vatican City mail bore Italian
Zeppelin stamps as well as ordinary Vatican
stamps. All mail from these countries was for-
warded to Rome and received a Rome cancella-
tion dated May 29, 1933 before it was placed on
board the airship.

Mail carried on the return flight was delivered
by the Zeppelin to two countries: Germany and
Brazil. The mail which was taken off the air-
ship at Friedrichshafen was canceled with the
regular green arrival cancellation dated May 30,
1933. Themail destined for Brazil was not can-
celed at Friedrichshafen. This mail was flown
on the Graf Zeppelin's second flight to South
Amer-ica of 1933 which took place during June
3-13,1933. Some of the mail was taken off the
airship at Pernambuco, Brazil and was for-
warded by plane to other South American cities.
Mail addressed to Pernambuco received an ar-
rival cancellation dated June 7, 1933. As with
all other 1933flights to South America a special
South American flight cachet was applied to mail
flown to Brazil, but this cachet was not applied
to the mail picked up in Rome.

Everyone of the countries mentioned above
regularly sent mail on the Zeppelin shuttle
flights to South America, but this was the only
time that the Zeppelin had picked up their mail
in any locality other than Friedrichshafen.

CRoelER/, ZEPPELIN.
1933-XI

(b)
Ca)

(0)

Figure 3

Special Cancellations
The following special Zeppelin cancellations

were applied to mail during the flight to Italy and
the return flight to Friedrichshafen:

1. The drop mail arriving at Naples received
a special Zeppelin arrival cancellation or back-
stamp dated May 30, 1933 (see Figure 3 (a».

2. A special arrival cancellation or back-
stampdated May 29, 1933 was applied in Rome
to all mail arriving on the Zeppelin from Fried-
richshafen. The cancellation includes a sketch
ofthe Zeppelin and the wording: "Crociera Zep-
pelin" [Zeppelin Cruise] (see Figure 3 (bj). This
same cancellation was used as an arrival can-
cellation and backs tamp on all mail forwarded
to Rome for the Zeppelin's return flight to Ger-
many. ..

3. For the return flight to Friedrichshafen
a different Zeppel in cancellation was used in
Rome to cancel the Italian mail. This cancel-
lation is identical to the Naples arrival cancel-
lation described in (1) (Figure 3 (ajjexoept that
the word "Napoli" is replaced by "Rorna. "How-
ever, on some return flight mail the cancellation
described in (2) was also used in Rome to cancel
Italian and Vatican stamps (Figure 3 (bj).

4. SanMarino applied a green Zeppelin can-
cellation to mail forwarded to Rome for the re-
turn flight of the Zeppelin to Friedrichshafen.
The wording inside the cancellation is "Rep. S.
Marino (Citta) 26 Mag 1n:l3 Posta Acrca Zeppe-
lin." (see Figure 3 (cj).

5. A special Zeppol in n cancellation was
applied in Tripoli to the on the mail from
both Cyrenaica and Tripolitania before forward-

(6)
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GRAF ZEPPELIN

ing it to Rome for the return flight of the Zep-
pelin. This cancellation is similar to the Naples
cancellation described in (1) and illustrated in
Figure 3 (a). The cancellation is circular and
black with the wording: "Tripoli Posta Aerea
Zeppelin 29 5 33. "

Cachets and Special Markings
Abright orange cachet was applied in Germany

to all mail flown out of Friedrichshafen on the
flight to Italy. The cachet shows Romulus and
Remus being suckled by the wolfwith the wording:
"Luftschiff Graf Zeppelin Romfahrt - 1933" [Air-
ship Graf Zeppelin Flight to Rome - 1933].

Acachet with the same picture was applied in
Italy to all mail flown on the return flight but wi th
the wording: "Post Aerea Dirigible Graf Zeppe-
lin 1933. " This cachet is found in various colors:
blue, blue-violet, ultramarine, blue-green and
green.

Various other cachets were used by countries
both on the flight to Rome and on the return flight.
The following list (which is not all-inclusive)
gives some of these special markings found on
the Italy flight mail.

1. Germany - A red one-line rubber stamp
was applied to the drop mail reading: "Abwurf
Neapel" [Drop Mail Naples] or "Abwurf Livorno"
[Drop Mail Livorno].

Onmail flownon the short flight around Rome,
a red one-line rubber stamp was applied read-
ing: "Rundfahrt Rom-Rom" [Round Trip Rome-
Rome].

2. Luxembourg and Liechtenstein applied a
one-Hne purple rubber stamp marking reading:
"Mit Luftschiff Graf Zeppelin Romfahrt 1933"
[ByAirship Graf Zeppelin Flight to Rome 1933].

3. Greece used a five-line marking, in Greek,
which is found in red and blue.> 4. Vatican City applied a SD:uill ~ight,~lue ~ne-
line rubber stamp marking readmg: a Pr ied-
richshafen" [To·Friedrichshafen] .

Someof these markings are illustrated on the
covers which will be described in the next ar-
ticle of this series. 0

FLIGHT TO ITALY OF THE GRAF ZEPPELIN
(continued from last month)

by Walter Curley, CSPM librarian

Description of Covers
Figure 4 shows a German card carried from

Friedrichshafen to Rome on the 1933 flight to
Italy. The card was canceled on board the air-
ship on May 29, 1933 and was included in the
sack of mail dropped over Naples, Italy, during
the flight. The special Zeppelin arrival cancel-
lation dated May 30, 1933 (to the left of the
stamps) was applied in Naples. To the left of
this cancellation is seen the special German
cachet which was applied to all mail flown out of
Friedrichshafen on the flight to Rome. The
cachet reads "Luftschiff Graf Zeppelin Rom-
Fahrt - 1933" [Airship Graf Zeppelin Flight to
Rome - 1933]. Aspecial one-line marking was
applied to the Naples drop mail and this may be
seen directly above the address on the card.
This marking reads: "Abwurf Neapel" [Drop Mail
Naples].

Figure 4

Figure 5 shows a card flown on the Graf Zep-
pelin on the return flight to Friedrichshafen. It
is franked with the 1OLvalue of the special Italy
Zeppelin stamps, and was canceled in Rome on
May 29, 1933. The Italian cachet may be seen
on the left side of the card. This card was part
of the mail that was flown from Friedrichshafen
to Pernambuco, Brazil on the second flight to
South America during June 3-13, 1933. The
Pernambuco arrival cancellation dated June 6,
1933 may be seen in the center of the card.

(7)
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Volume XVIII .• PHILATELIC SOCIETY

Period: 1, 1968 to June 30, 1969

To: William P.

Savings Account

Received:
Dues: 404 a~nerlt for 1968-69

272 for 1969-70
28 for 1970-71
10 aTInenlt for 1971-72

4 Payments for 1972-73
1 Payment for 1973-74

2S New Members .00
1 New Member 1.50
8 New Members at $1.00

14 New Members at .50
Interest on Savings Account . .
Advertising in NOTES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sale of back issues of NOTES . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Receipts from Slide
Special Contributions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Paid:
~stage . . . . .

Envelopes . . . .
Membership Cards

File
Letter to Members
Dues ,
Membership Roster
Donation toward INTERPEX
VATICAN NOTES

Mai List
Illustrations
Certification
Annual Bulk

on

Treasurer

.$ 808.00
544.00

56.00
20.00

8.00
2.00

50.00
1.50
8.00
7.00

60.51
84.00
15.47
1.00
4.35

Number 2 .•

$1144.73
1391.89

=

$ 142.78
14.89

9.50
12.00
28.00
29.50
25.42
25.00

1037.1.10
231.62

18.84
5.00
5.25

30.00

$1669.83

.65
$1139.25

1452.40


